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About This Game

PAC is a very Early Access game, with only 2 developers behind the wheel. This means we're constantly changing and growing
as we put more time into it. Sometimes those changes will improve the game, but usualy, they won't. Making mistakes and
breaking things is an important part of the creative process, so we ask everyone to please be patient with us while we move

forward with development.

We have put PAC on hiatus while we take a step back and reassess our gameplan. Over time the project evolved into something
that was no longer aligned with our original vision. We are not abandoning or ending the project, merely putting it on the

backburner. Please be patient with us and check back in the future for any updates.
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I bought & slated this game in an earlier review. The game synopsis \/ advert has changed sinc ethen, and the devs have
continued to work on it. I'm really interested in procedural \/ open gameplay projects, and retract my earlier harsh words about
this project. The current, honest appraisal of the game on the Steam Store page is a fair indicator of the type of deal you're
buying into, an ongoing development with a lot of potential for those who like this sort of thing. Keep on keeping on guys (
and\/or girls ), sorry for my earlier scathing appraisal, it was unwarranted. ( Comparison to "Deadly Profits" no longer warranted
).. The only thing that stopped me from topping the leaderboards on my first run was the game crashing, Game is surrprisingly
mindlessly entertaining while talking to people. Must become #1. i dont even know what i just spent like 30 mins doing......

Edited for ppl asking for a "real" review

I only got to level 11 just so ppl know.
There are items u get randomly from enemies that i have no idea what do other then a bomb.
The shotgun u have is like a sniper it will shot so fare and will hit 9\/10 times where u aim it.
No idea what to use the money on.
No idea how to get perks.. I don't mind playing clunky\/bugged alpha-stage\/still in developpement games, i accept that buying
an unfinished product involves that kind of risks and acknowledge that developping a game is requiring time and effort as it is a
true profession.

What i dont accept is that, after asking for almost 1.5 years for the possibility to rebind keys (because i'm trying to play it with
an AZERTY keyboard), the only setting we have access to is the screensize one. The fact that the shift+alt trick doesnt even
works here kills it even more. Where's the effort here ? (and i'm not even mentionning the fact that each of my forum posts
about it was simply wipped off over time)

Do not try it with an AZERTY keyboard unless you're some kind of squid or blob, having the ability to twist your prehensile
organs in a funny way.. You guys just don't understand how \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing great this game is.

Doom 5 is a step-up from the classic games, even improves on doom 4.

10\/10 would buy. Going over and over in the same bland corridors, and shooting at the same unispired enemies?? No thanks.
The achievments seems to be broken too.. Was fun. Odd, and you will crap yourself. At one point a
demon\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665moster thing glitched and got stuck whilst screeching. It was probably begging for
more satan\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 It terrified me. While playing the 2nd time, I ran out of ammo and
just sprinted through 10 levels. Only stopped because the game crashed.

10\/10 would bang again.. was f\u00fcr ein Dreck -n\u00e4chstes mal geh ich zum B\u00e4cker und hol mir frische
Br\u00f6tchen f\u00fcr nen Euro ,habe ich mehr von. Its a very simple and nice game and please before buy read the
description is a EARLY ACCESS put this on your mind. Ahh and the price is way too fair.

Thanks devs for the great activity with the community!
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Wait for launch.. don't waste your money been days and can't even get the game to start just sticks when i press play. I mean for
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s sake its the very starting how could you guys not notice this bug before launching the game. and
pleae dont bother coming in my comment section of this post telling me i gotta close a certan program or do a certain thing if u
launching it atleast put effort into the starting of the game to make a first impression. was gonna make a youtube video about
this game told people i was and i cant cause i cant get it to start. I saw it patching today and i thought that was the fix put it still
doesnt start it just sticks.. WAIT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Now that you are waiting, I need to point something out. I hit yes for "Do you recommend this game?" BUT that does not mean
you should buy it just yet. Here me out.

Now this game, I'll be honest, I bought by accident. I messed up somehow, I don't even remember what I wanted to buy instead.
But you know what, after playing this game I don't want to file for the refund I could file for. Because this game is fun. Pure
fun. It is hard, it is simple, it is just plain fun. I can hear you now (as a professional mind reader it's not that hard) "But
Commander Perrin, Sir, why did you yell 'wait' at the start of this review?" And first off, I like your attitude, and second it's
because this game isn't finished.  gasp I hear you think with levels of sarcasm high enough to make me choke on my bottled water,
because again I can hear your thoughts. "You can see that from the other reviews," you say. "It is clear this game needs work." Well,
yes I know that. And this is why I don't think that you should buy this game at the $4.99 price. It needs a ton of work. Like a literal
metric ton of work. But I have a feeling that if you keep this game on your radar and pick it up at a discounted price you will see
why I am recommending it.

In all seriousness, this game needs work. It needs new sound, enemies, textures, while not really needing the removal of what's in
place but the addition of new ones. It will be a long tough road, but Dev(s) I know you read these reviews and you can do it. You
have made it this far. Don't give up. Be it five months, or five years, this game will be amazing. It already made me happy. Fix it
up, add achievements and trading cards (though the before mentioned everything should come first) and I can honestly say that
people will be willing to pay five bucks for this game. So you know, keep on it. I read your weekly Recaps, and I'm going to be with
you for the long haul. Good Luck.

"Shotgun? Check. Zombies? Check. Ammo? Oh n..."
  - Cmdr. V. J. Perrin, flailing wildly for the last time. I have been clicking the play button thousands of times so I can write this
review! (you need at least 5 minutes on a game to write review). Regardless, after following the file destination and getting to the
file called PAC.exe I opened it and tried to read what it said before closing itself. Unfortunally my error reads: Error: Failed to
initialize graphics. Please insure.... (got cut off). It's kinda disappointing I couldn't even load up the game. Although it was only a
dollar I'm pretty upset because I though this game had potential and I really wanted to try it out. I do recommend it if it doesn't
crash like it does for me though so I cant really give a firm Yes or No to recommendation. War simulator 2015
i got so depressed i felt like i needed some dewritos to cheer up
then hitler cam along and it was all good. This game needs some optimizations before it leaves early access. I was generally getting
around 17 fps with a GTX 1080 and then theres these explosions which seem to come from nowhere on the first level. the secound
level and so on were a bit better.. Well, its in pretty rough shape, but I've played far far worse by triple A studios on release days.

If you like shootersr and rougelikes and supporting active indie devs then pick this up and give it a shot. Come back now and then to
see whats new.
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